Performance of Air Foam Flooding under Low Frequency Vibration
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ABSTRACT

Foam injection is widely applied in amounts of fields to drilling, production, and formation protection. Sometimes, the application result is disappointing, which is caused by the failure of bubble generation in foam flooding. Therefore, it is necessary to seek ways for improving the performance of foam injection. An increased disturbance to the stratum, like the vibration caused by a seismic oil recovery technique, would be helpful. In the current work, the seepage of air foam in porous media under low frequency (LF) vibration is analyzed with experiments and an investigation of bubble creation/destruction rate change is carried out using mathematical modeling. The resistance factor of foam flooding under indoor vibration increases by 1.5 times and the valid time is obviously extended compared with when no vibration is used. The optimal vibrating acceleration and frequency of 0.7 m/s² and the natural frequency of the cores-nearby of 18 Hz are achieved in the indoor experiments. Under vibration, the bubble generation rate increases, while bubble break rate by internal expansion or by gas diffusion and transfer decreases. An interesting phenomenon is also observed, which might develop a power level formula between the initially defined dimensionless MRF (maximum foam flooding resistance factor) and dimensionless DMRF (duration of maximum foam flooding resistance factor). The power product and sum of the power exponents of the above formula both equal approximately to 1. With the assistance of LF vibration, the increase of security, adaptability, and efficiency in foam injection may improve the reservoir recovery and extend its application.
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INTRODUCTION

Air foam flooding [1-2] and low frequency vibration oil extraction technology [3-5] (also known as the artificial seismic oil recovery technology) are widely applied to low permeability reservoirs. For their wide adaptability and better performance in dead oil displacement inside the fine pores or throats, the development efficiency could be improved. The gas source in air foam flooding is free and convenient to be obtained. The low frequency (LF) vibration is of a large action radius due to its weak attenuation when transmitting in porous media, and more wells could share the running cost. The low cost of air foam flooding and LF vibration oil extraction technology is attractive for application in oilfield.
However, low efficiency and disappointing economy effect were sometimes caused by the failure of bubble generation in foam flooding, which had caused a block in pilot tests. Furthermore, the safety concerns might be a key factor, even though foam injection had been widely applied and is relatively inexpensive. It is necessary to improve the performance of foam injection. Therefore, an increased disturbance to the stratum, like the vibration caused by LF vibration oil extraction technology, would be helpful to increase the bubble generation.

LF vibration oil extraction technology improves oil recovery through the following mechanisms [6-8]: (a) the absolute permeability is increased, for the capillary forces inside matrix and the particle blocking inner pore throats are reduced; (b) the seepage rate is improved, with the decrease in the viscosity of crude oil, the increase in hydrophilicity on rock surface, and the additional driving force added by vibrating; (c) the residual oil saturation is reduced and oil recovery is enhanced due to the increase in the detachment of crude oil in die pores and around the rock surface.

Air foam flooding mechanisms for enhancing oil recovery mainly include the following [9-11]: (a) the sweep efficiency is expanded, for the high permeable layers or seepage channels are plugged to achieve oil displacement in low permeability layers or bypassed throats; (b) the water-oil mobility ratio is increased on account of the higher foam viscosity; (c) the reservoir energy is increased and a driving force in the upper layer is generated, with the injection of gas; (d) the additional effect of chemical flooding is achieved, with the main components of foam system being surfactants as well.

Researches on foam under vibration were conducted mainly on static foam performance without porous media and wave propagation in foam systems [12-15], indicating an improvement in foam behavior with the impact of the wave. The static foam performance includes foaming volume, the half-time of deposition, interfacial tension, compressibility, strain rate, etc. Wave propagation in foam systems includes flooding model, wave velocity, energy absorption, etc. However, there was less consideration in the real porous flow of foam with three phase coexistence. Therefore, what and how the foam performance change under low frequency vibration are investigated in wave loading experiments. Moreover, the variation in bubble creation/destruction rate is analyzed in terms of the foam flooding model and elastic wave theory.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Apparatus and Materials**

As Figure 1 shows, the experiment apparatus is conducted on the horizontal vibration table (Figure 2) designed by the Physical & Eco-Chemical Technology and Engineering Center (PECTEC) of China University of Petroleum. The unconsolidated sand pack (25 cm length) is fixed on the horizontal vibration table with the foam liquid and gas injected into the inlet. A hand pump and a backpressure valve are used to establish the backpressure. The electronic balance, 2PB00C-type constant flux pump, gas flow meter, intermediate container, and electronic pressure gauge (0.001 MPa) are also used in the foam flooding.

The materials include distilled water, sodium chloride, calcium chloride, magnesium chloride, kerosene, AES (fatty alcohol-polyoxyethylene ether sodium sulfate), and hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (molecular weight of 10 million). The simulated formation water used in this study is CaCl\textsubscript{2} type and with a salinity of 40000 mg/L, according to the formation water of certain oil-field in Ordos basin. The sand is quartz sand with a uniform size, 80-mesh, and good abrasion. After filling and compaction in the unconsolidated sand pack, the sand is low permeable for about 30×10\textsuperscript{-3} μm\textsuperscript{2}.
Experiment Procedure

Foam liquid, with an agent concentration of 0.5%, and air are injected into the unconsolidated sand pack repeatedly for three times. The total amount of foam liquid is 0.15 pore volume (PV) and gas-liquid volume ratio under the entrance pressure is 3:1. The back pressure is 1.0 MPa. Once the foam liquid is injected, the vibration table begins to work with a sinusoidal motion in the horizontal direction. The flowing fluid is along the same direction with generated propagating wave.

The pressure drop of water drive before or after air foam injection, expressed as $P_1$ and $P_2$ respectively, are measured successively at 30 °C and the same flow rate. The resistance factor $K$, defined as the ratio of pressure drops above ($K = \frac{P_2}{P_1}$), is an important indicator to evaluate foam mobility in porous media [16-17]. Through the analysis of $K$ versus time under different vibrating parameters, the performance change in the water plugging of air foam is revealed.

The evaluation of dynamic foam performance under vibration includes the influence of vibrating time, vibrating frequency, and acceleration. To explore the influence of vibrating time on the resistance factors of air foam flooding, vibrating time is changed for 1, 2, and 3 hrs. During the process containing foam injection and water displacement afterwards, vibration continues until the set time. The vibrating frequency and acceleration are kept 18 Hz and 0.4 m/s$^2$ respectively. Resembling the above, four samples were prepared with a vibrating frequency of 5, 10, 18, and 25 Hz to explore the influence of vibrating frequency, while the vibrating time and acceleration were kept 1 hr and 0.4 m/s$^2$ respectively. The influence of vibrating acceleration on foam flooding was conducted by setting the vibrating acceleration to 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, and 1.0 m/s$^2$, while the vibrating time and frequency were kept constant at 1 hr and 18 Hz respectively. In contrast, a sand sample was also foam flooded without vibration.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Vibrating Time

Variation tendencies of resistance factor at different vibrating times are similar as shown in Figure 3. It is characterized by three stages, namely a sharply increasing stage, a stable stage, and a slowly decreasing stage. The first stage lasts for about 30-100 minutes before the resistance factor increases to a maximum value; the second stage remains for about 80-150 minutes in our experiments and then the resistance factor decreases gradually.
Influence of vibration time on resistance factor

At different vibrating times, the maximum resistance factor (MRF) is found approximately the same, which indicates that MRF and instant foaming speed are scarcely affected by the change of the whole vibrating time. However, the durations of maximum resistance factor (DMRF) in three experiments are different. Because the resistance factor is always changing over time and the maximum is an isolated point, DMRF is defined as the period in which resistance factor value is not less than a certain percentage of the MRF. The percentage chosen herein is 85%, because the value in the range of most samples is close to the MRF. The analysis of DMRF versus vibrating time is shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 3: Influence of vibration time on resistance factor](image)

![Figure 4: Duration of maximum resistance factor versus vibration time](image)

The DMRF becomes larger as the vibrating time is prolonged and the data in Figure 4 is linearly fitted by Equation 1:

$$\Delta t_{\text{max}} = 72t_v + 34$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where, $\Delta t_{\text{max}}$ is the duration of maximum resistance factor in minute; $t_v$ is the LF vibrating time.

In the foam drive process, as the foam liquid is consumed, foaming speed would gradually decrease. When the foaming speed is higher than the defoaming speed, the bubble number will instantly increase and so will the resistance factor. When the foaming speed is lower than the defoaming speed, the bubble number and the resistance factor will obviously decline. Hence the disturbance added by vibration is the reason causing the enhancement in foam plugging effect. Furthermore, the bubble size is decreased and even more distributed [18], leading to stronger foam strength and extended defoaming process, although the maximum amount of foam is reckoned to be constant as shown in Figure 3. Another key factor promoting the foam flooding stability is probably the increased refoaming ability of in situ foam liquid. After some bubble break, new bubbles are soon generated under vibration. In addition, the decreased surfactant consumption for absorption or retention due to LF vibrating might also play a role in extending the duration [19]. Therefore, vibrating time should be prolonged as much as possible when the foam drive is applied in combination with LF vibration technology in field tests.

### Vibrating Frequency

It could be noticed in Figure 5 that the resistance factor has shown different tendency for various vibration frequencies. With the increase of vibrating frequency, the MRF becomes larger firstly and then decreases’ an optimum value is observed nearby 10 Hz, which indicates a relatively better foam behavior. For a while after foam injection, increased foaming
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speed because of a higher frequency shock has improved the foam strength and the plugging efficiency, resulting in a larger value in MRF. However, the faster the oscillation is, the quicker the bubble quantity is decomposed and displaced by subsequent water per unit time. A rapid reduction of foam liquid amount in situ and a smaller resistance factor at the third stage of foam behavior appear under faster oscillation. Nevertheless, an opposite tendency is observed with the DMRF (Figure 6).

Therefore, a larger value of DMRF is achieved in relatively higher or lower vibrating frequency ranges. In a comprehensive view of MRF and DMRF versus vibrating frequency, an optimal vibrating frequency (10 Hz in the current work) should be considered to improve the comprehensive foam flooding effect in oil field tests.

**Vibrating Acceleration**

The alterations of resistance factor over time at different vibrating accelerations are not identical (Figure 7); the MRF and its duration also follow similar trends. As shown in Figure 8, MRF increases at first and then decreases as vibrating acceleration increased in the range of 0 to 1.0 m/s², with a peak achieved at 0.4 m/s². It indicates that at the above optimal vibration the largest foaming speed is obtained and the critical amplitude leads to the largest apparent relative velocity of solid-foam phase and solid-water phase. Following above, a rapid decline in resistance factor, as well as relatively reduced foam stability, appears due to the increase of foam liquid consumption.

**Figure 5: Influence of vibration frequency on foam flooding resistance factor**

![Figure 5: Influence of vibration frequency on foam flooding resistance factor](image1)

**Figure 6: Influence of vibration frequency on the maximum resistance factor and its duration**

A larger foaming speed is obtained at a higher vibrating frequency. Correspondingly, the foam is not only of a poor foaming capacity but it also has a low breaking rate under LF vibration. Therefore, a larger value of DMRF is achieved in relatively higher or lower vibrating frequency ranges. In a comprehensive view of MRF and DMRF versus vibrating frequency, an optimal vibrating frequency (10 Hz in the current work) should be considered to improve the comprehensive foam flooding effect in oil field tests.

**Vibrating Acceleration**

The alterations of resistance factor over time at different vibrating accelerations are not identical (Figure 7); the MRF and its duration also follow similar trends. As shown in Figure 8, MRF increases at first and then decreases as vibrating acceleration increased in the range of 0 to 1.0 m/s², with a peak achieved at 0.4 m/s². It indicates that at the above optimal vibration the largest foaming speed is obtained and the critical amplitude leads to the largest apparent relative velocity of solid-foam phase and solid-water phase. Following above, a rapid decline in resistance factor, as well as relatively reduced foam stability, appears due to the increase of foam liquid consumption.

**Figure 7: Influence of vibration acceleration on foam flooding resistance factor**

![Figure 7: Influence of vibration acceleration on foam flooding resistance factor](image2)
than the one at acceleration of 0.4 m/s², but the
DMRF of the former acceleration is far more than
that of the latter. The experiments have shown
that proper vibrating acceleration should be
seriously selected in oilfield tests for vibration
coupling foam injection in order to further
enhance the foam displacement efficiency and oil
recovery.

Based on the theory of elastic wave propagation
in elastic porous media containing multiphase
fluid, the motion equation under the LF
vibration of phases as matrix, foam liquid
without bubbles (water phase), oil, free gas, and
the foam (gas+liquid) is defined by Equation 2
[20-21]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\nabla \tau_{ij} &= \rho \ddot{u}_i + \sum \rho_m \ddot{v}_{m,i} \\
P_{m,i} &= \rho_m \left( \ddot{u}_i + \ddot{v}_{m,i} / \phi S_m \right) + \eta_m \ddot{v}_{m,i} / \kappa_m
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \tau_{ij} \) is the total stress and expressed as
\( \tau_{ij} = \lambda \varepsilon_{ij} + 2\mu \varepsilon_{ij} - \alpha \varepsilon_{ij} P \) in unsaturated porous
media; \( P_{m,i} \) is the fluid pressure of component \( i \)
in phase \( m \); \( u_i, v_{m,i}, \bar{v}_{m,i}, \bar{v}_{i,i}, \bar{v}_{f,i} \) is the
displacement of the matrix phase, water phase,
oil phase, free gas phase, and foam phase
respectively; the relative displacement of mobile
phase is:

\[
\frac{\partial v_{m,i}}{\partial t} = \phi S_m \left( \frac{\partial \bar{v}_{m,i}}{\partial t} - \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial t} \right)
\]

\( S_m \) represents the saturation of the mobile phase;
\( \rho, \rho_m, \) and \( \rho_s \) are the densities of porous
media, fluid, and skeleton respectively. \( \eta_m \)
stands for the viscosity of fluid and \( \phi \) is the
porosity;

\[
\rho = \phi \sum S_m \rho_m + (1 - \phi) \rho_s
\]

Based on the relationship of the strain, porosity
and pore pressure in Biot theory, the
constitutive equation is defined as follows:

\[
d\phi = \alpha de + \frac{dP}{Q}
\]

where \( e \) is the volume strain of the rock; \( P \) is
the confining pressure on solid particles, and is
expressed as \( P = \sum S_m P_m \) with the average
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**FOAM FLOODING MODELING**

**Foam Flooding Model under LF Vibration**

Different from the usual model of foam
flooding, the motion equation of foam flooding
model under LF vibration needs to take the
influence of FSI and the mass conservation
equation into consideration.

In the foam flooding model under LF vibration,
the following assumptions are made:

1. multiphase and multiple components are
   included;
2. the gas dissolved in water is not taken into
   account;
3. only the water phase contains the surfactant,
   and the influence of surfactant on the density
   and viscosity of each phase is omitted;
4. the injected fluid percolating in porous media
   obeys the generalized Darcy’s law;
5. the wave attenuation is negligible;
6. the heat transfer and change in the foam
   flooding process are not considered.
volume method; $\frac{1}{Q}$ is the positive coefficient representing the fluid compressibility under fluid-solid interaction; $\alpha$ is an equivalent representing the action of shear stress on porous media.

The mass conservation equation of component $i$ in phase $m$ is given by Equation 6 [16, 22-24]:

$$\sum_{m=1}^{N_p} \nabla \left[ P_m x_{i,m} v_m \right] + \phi \sum_{m=1}^{N_p} \nabla \left( D_{i,m} P_m \nabla x_{i,m} \right) + \sum_{m=1}^{N_p} q_{m,x_{i,m}} + \phi \sum_{K=1}^{N_r} \left( r_{i,K} - r_{c,K} \right) =$$

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \phi \sum_{m=1}^{N_p} P_{m,x_{i,m}} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left[ (1 - \phi) \rho_{i,C_{i,f}} \right], I = 1, 2, \cdots, N$$

where $v_m$ stands for the velocity of mobile phase and expressed in Darcy motion equation as;

$$v_m = \frac{k k_m}{\mu_m} \left( \nabla P_m - \nabla P_{cm} - \gamma_m Z \right)$$

$k$ is the absolute permeability of reservoir and $k_m$ represents the relative permeability; $x_{i,m}$ means the mole fraction of component $I$ in phase $m$; $\mu_m$, $P_m$, $P_{cm}$, $\gamma_m$, $q_{m,x}$, and $Z$ represent the viscosity, reservoir pressure, capillary pressure, specific gravity of overlying rock, source term, and reservoir vertical depth respectively. $r_{K,K}$ and $r_{c,K}$ mean the generation rate and dissipation rate of component $I$ in the physical or chemical reaction $K$ respectively, which is mainly used for the foam phase and could be expressed by the semi-quantitative formula or experimental model formula; $N_p$ is the number of phases.

The parameters like viscosity or relative permeability in the foam phase could be expressed as a function of the ones in the gas phase as given below, which is a common approach in foam injection modeling:

$$\mu_f = \mu_g + \frac{\rho_{ff}^2}{\mu_f^{1/3}}$$

$$k_{of} = k_{of} \left( S_u \right) \cdot F_M$$

where $\rho_{ff}$ is the density or bubble number per unit volume of gas in flowing foam, not including the foam captured; $F_M$ stands for a dimensionless factor which is related to the maximum foam resistance factor $K_{max}$, concentration of foaming agent, oil saturation, saturation and velocity of flowing foam, and so on.

The state equation of foam flooding model under LF vibration is identical to the one obtained without LF vibration as given in Equations 10-12, including capillary force formula, saturation normalization, and component normalization.

$$P_{cw} = P_o - P_w, P_{cg} = P_g - P_w$$

$$S_u + S_o + S_g + S_f = 1$$

$$\sum_{I=1}^{N_c} x_{i,m} = 1, m = 1, 2, \cdots, N_p$$

Firstly, one may substitute the physical equation, state equation, and the fluid relative displacement of the momentum conservation equation into the continuity equation; then, by removing the item of $d\phi$ from the continuity equation and differentiating with respect to time, the seepage continuity equation of pore fluid is obtained. Based on the solution of simultaneous equations containing the seepage continuity equation, momentum conservation equation, and stress-strain equation in unsaturated porous media, the displacement and seepage rate of multicomponent systems would be obtained.

**Bubble Creation and Destruction under LF Vibration**

To demonstrate the influence of LF vibration,
the change of bubble generation rate and bubble break rate is analyzed. According to the experimental static performance of foam under LF vibration [12] and expressions about bubble generation [25-26], the foaming speed $r_g$ increases with higher relative velocities of solid-foam phase and solid-water phase $v_w$ and $v_f$ under LF vibration.

$$r_g = k_0 v_w v_f^{1/3} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{n_f}{n_w} \right)^w \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where $r_g$ is the bubble generation rate; $k_0$ is a constant for bubble generation; $v_w$, $v_f$, $n_*$, and $w_*$ are water phase velocity, velocity of flowing foam, an upper limit value of foam density, and a constant determined by experiment respectively. Vibration is known to increase fluid seepage velocity; therefore $v_w$ and $v_f$ will increase under vibration and so will the bubble generation rate.

The reasons causing bubble break include gas expansion and gas diffusion, etc. With the analysis of experimental foam performance and expression about bubble break rate (Equation 14) [27-28], the break rate decreases and the foam half-life decomposition extends under LF vibration.

With the impact of shock, the foam size is smaller and evenly distributed; therefore, the sum of liquid membrane surface area and boundary surface area has decreased; the bubble internal break rate (left side of the formula below) also drops, which is related to bubble break due to gas expansion.

$$\frac{d \mathcal{E}_F}{d \tau} = \frac{1}{V_F} \frac{dA}{d \tau} + \frac{1}{V_F} \left( \frac{dA_f}{d \tau} + \frac{dA_b}{d \tau} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where $\mathcal{E}_F$ is the specific area of the bubble; $\tau$ and $V_F$ represent time and foam volume respectively; $A$ is the sum of liquid membrane surface area ($A_f$) and boundary surface area ($A_b$), i.e. $A = A_f + A_b$.

The more evenly distributed bubbles (a smaller difference between diameters $|R_2 - R_1|$ of the adjacent bubbles shown in Figure 9) and a decreased contact angle on surfactant solution membrane will cause the curvature radius $R_1$ of sharing parts between adjacent membranes to increase under LF vibration. Expression about the radius of the sharing membrane between two bubbles of different diameters is detailed as given below. An increased membrane radius $R_1$ and a decreased specific area $\mathcal{E}_F$ of polyhedral bubble will result in a decrease in the differential pressure $P_o$ between adjacent bubbles. Gas diffusion, transfer between bubbles, and the value of gas diffusion coefficient ($D$) all decline. We assume that the parameters (such as degree of bubble number decline due to gas transfer, ambient temperature, the solubility of gas in foam liquid, interfacial tension, and external pressure) remain constant under vibration or without vibration. According to model of De Vrise [27], the bubble break rate caused by gas diffusion and transfer will decrease and the time for generating a certain number of new bubbles will extend as gas diffusion coefficient decreases under LF vibration.

$$R_1 = \frac{2R_s R_o}{R_s - R_o} \cos \theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

$$P_o = P_o - P_o = \frac{2}{3} \alpha \mathcal{E}_F \frac{n}{n-1} + \frac{\rho g z}{n}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)
\[
\frac{N}{N_0} = 1 + K_D t = 1 + \frac{4RTD\beta\sigma}{P_0 h} t
\]  
(17)

where \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are the radius of two adjacent bubbles; \( \theta \), \( R_3 \), \( P_G \), \( \sigma \), and \( n \) are contact angel on surfactant solution membrane, the curvature radius of sharing parts between adjacent bubbles, the differential pressure between adjacent bubbles, the interfacial tension of solution, and the dimensions of polyhedron respectively; \( D \), \( R \), \( \frac{N}{N_0} \), \( P_0 \), \( T \), and \( \beta \) represent gas diffusion coefficient, the universal gas constant, the degree of bubble number decline due to gas transfer, the external pressure, the ambient temperature, and the solubility of gas in foam liquid respectively.

In summary, the foaming speed increases, but the bubble break rate caused by internal expansion and gas diffusion decreases under LF vibration.

**Potential for Application in Low Permeability Reservoirs**

Through the research on air foam performance in dynamic displacement under LF vibration, the potential for the application of LF vibration coupling foam drive in low permeability reservoirs is embodied in the following aspects:

(1) Increasing the plugging efficiency of air foam flooding: air foam performance for water plugging under the conditions of vibration has been obviously enhanced. The MRF is increased by about 1.5 times in this paper. The MRF is influenced by the vibrating frequency and acceleration instead of the vibrating time.

(2) Extending the valid time of air foam flooding: the entire process for bubble break and foam liquid consumption, as well as the valid time of air foam flooding, is expanded under vibration; this has already been proved by the experimental results for static foam half-life change under a resonance wave. Because the actual formation is far greater than indoor experimental model, the property for the extended valid time of foam flooding will be more obvious.

(3) To a certain extent, improving the safety in air injection. With the extended valid time, more gas retention and consumption will be achieved, when the foam is displaced in the underground reservoir. Particularly, when air is injected as a source of foam generation in low-temperature shallow reservoirs, low-temperature oxidation between crude oil and \( O_2 \) will be improved; this is indeed good news for providing a way to increase the safety and adaptability of air injection techniques [29-31]. It is a new, albeit important, research direction for improving the development efficiency in air foam flooding and controlling the oxygen concentration from the production well lower than the explosion limit through optimization with the injection parameters or changing the injection technology.

It should be noted that, although the test is carried out with air as a gas source, it does not mean that a specific effect barely exists in air foam flooding under LF vibration and it is the potential for foam flooding with other kinds of gases as the gas source.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Under LF vibration, air foam performance in dynamic displacement experiments was studied and it was found out that resistance factor under vibration increased by 1.5 times and the valid time was obviously extended. Optimal vibrating frequency and acceleration, resulting in the best foam plugging efficiency, were obtained.

With the analysis of bubble generation and burst rate, foaming speed increased, but foam break rate caused by internal expansion or by gas diffusion and transfer decreased under LF vibration. Dimensionless maximum resistance
factor and dimensionless duration of maximum resistance factor revealed a stronger influence of maximum foaming speed than in situ foam stability.

LF vibration oil extraction technology could enhance the plugging efficiency, extend the valid time, and improve the safety and adaptability of air foam flooding to a certain extent.
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